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A B S T R A C T   

This research presents the design and implementation of a chipless Radio Frequency Identifica-
tion (RFID) multi-sensor tag on a flexible laminate. Along with the tag’s primary function of data 
encoding for object identification purposes, the tag also incorporates moisture and temperature 
sensing functionalities within a compact size measuring a mere 15 × 16 mm2. The tag structure 
comprises of a total 29 resonators, with each resonator corresponding to one bit in the microwave 
response. The initial design utilized the bendable Rogers RT/duroid®5880 within a frequency 
band of 5.48–28.87 GHz. To conduct a comprehensive comparative analysis, the tag design is 
optimized for two distinct substrates including Kapton®HN and PET. The optimization process 
involves exploring the utilization of both silver nanoparticle-based ink and Aluminum as radia-
tors. The sensing feature was incorporated by deploying a thin film of Kapton®HN over the 
longest slot of the tag which acts as a moisture sensor. Temperature sensing feature was achieved 
by combining Stanyl® polyamide, a temperature dependent polymer, with Rogers RT/ 
duroid®5880 which served as a fused substrate. The tag showcases a high code density of 12.08 
bits/cm2 enabling it to efficiently label 229 unique items. Its unique features include flexibility, 
miniaturized design, printability, cost-effectiveness and multi sensing property.   

1. Introduction 

Organic and printed electronics is an emerging area of research spelling huge economic potential for new disruptive technologies. It 
enables internet-connected electronics to be manufactured as thin, flexible inlays. Such electronics can be applied as labels directly to a 
product rather than using conventional electronics involving rigid circuit boards. The fast-growing technology enables the production 
of lightweight and cost-effective electronics that can conform to the curves of an object [1]. The core driver of this market has been the 
conductive inks which are deposited on different substrates to produce active and passive devices [2]. One of the applications of 
printed electronics is the printed RFID. 

The implementation of RFID technology has brought about a revolutionary transformation in the realms of logistics and retail. It 
utilizes radio waves to identify and track the movements of goods. An RFID system typically comprises of three fundamental com-
ponents: a tag to store and transmit information; a reader to interrogate the tag using Radio Frequency (RF) signals; and a database 
connected to the reader to extract and store data from tag [3]. The main challenge in the wide-scale deployment of RFID in 
mass-market applications is the higher tag cost since the expense of the identification system relies upon the price of the tag utilized in 
the system. An alternate remedy to this problem is the elimination of the silicon-chip mounted on the tag. This considerably reduces the 
system cost giving rise to a new family of RFID tags known as chipless RFID tags. These tags are primarily classified into two categories: 
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Table 1 
Comparative analysis of the proposed tag with previously reported chipless RFID tags.  

Ref. Dimension (cm2) Bit Capacity (Bits) Bit Density (Bits/cm2) Polarization 
Insensitive 

Printability Flexibility Sensing Frequency Band (GHz) Year 

[19] 6 50 8.33 N/A Yes ⨯ ⨯ 60 2014 
[20] 6.15 13 2.11 Yes Yes ✓ ⨯ 3.1–10.6 2018 
[21] 15.6 22 1.41 No Yes ✓ ⨯ 2.4–4.1 2022 
[22] 30.25 8 3.90 No Yes ✓ ⨯ 5–13 2019 
[23] 1.41 20 15.15 No Yes ✓ ⨯ 3–8 2019 
[24] 3.65 10 2.74 Yes Yes ✓ ⨯ 3.6–15.6 2019 
[25] 2.6 18 6.92 No Yes ✓ ✓ 3.5–16 2022 
[26] 2.4 15 6.25 Yes Yes ✓ ⨯ 4.8–18.8 2021 
[27] 4.25 12 2.82 No Yes ⨯ ⨯ 3–6 2019 
[28] 5.29 12 2.26 Yes Yes ✓ ⨯ 6.5–18 2021 
[29] 4.55 7 1.53 No No ⨯ ✓ 2–8 2021 
[30] 9.09 3 0.33 No No ✓ ⨯ 12–17 2022 
[31] 2.25 11 4.88 Yes Yes ✓ ⨯ 9.22–18.44 2020 
[32] 2.6 6 2.3 Yes Yes ⨯ ⨯ 4.15–8 2020 
[33] 2.46 11 4.46 Yes Yes ✓ ✓ 3–6 2021 
[34] 1.83 10 5.44 Yes Yes ✓ ⨯ 5.4–10.4 2019 
[35] 2.25 5 2.22 No Yes ⨯ ⨯ 5.5–9.5 2019 
[36] 3.44 22 12.79 No Yes ✓ ✓ 4–25 2020 
[37] 23.52 3 0.127 No No ⨯ ✓ 2.35–2.64 2020 
[38] 24.75 6 0.24 No No ✓ ✓ 5.3–11 2019 
[39] 4.25 20 4.70 No Yes ✓ ✓ 4.1–16 2019 
[40] 25 21 0.84 No Yes ⨯ ⨯ 2.2–3.5 2019 
[41] 30.58 30 0.99 No Yes ✓ ✓ 2.63–9.22 2022 
[42] 3.204 32 9.98 Yes Yes ✓ ⨯ 4.5–10.9 2022 
[43] 16.66 8 0.48 Yes Yes ⨯ ⨯ 3–6 2020 
[44] 4.06 40 9.85 No Yes ✓ ⨯ 3.1–10.5 2023 
This Work 2.40 29 12.08 No Yes ✓ ✓ 5.48–28.87 2023  
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active (battery-powered) tags and passive tags [4]. The increasing demand for low-cost and energy efficient tags has caused a fueled 
growth of deployment of passive chipless RFID tags. Chipless RFID tags have replaced the earlier methods of object identification like 
barcodes, which held non-modifiable data and relied on a clear LOS and proximity to the scanner for their operation [5]. Such tags 
impose their unique response on the incoming RF signal and scatter it back towards the reader with some pre-determined frequency. 

Embedding sensor functionality in chipless RFID tags further reduces their operational cost [6]. Integration of sensors and RFID tag 
is attained by making use of substrates that change their electrical properties when subjected to a fluctuation in specific parameters e. 
g., humidity, Carbon dioxide, pressure, etc. Sensors in RFID tags have revolutionized the process of automatic object identification and 
monitoring [7]. In literature, various sensor-embedded chipless RFID tags such as humidity sensor [8], accelerometer [9], gas sensor 
[10], displacement sensor [11], pressure sensor [12], temperature sensor [13], etc. have been reported. In harsh environments, where 
workers’ safety and effective equipment operation are of utmost importance, measuring multi-parameters such as temperature, 
pressure, and humidity is crucial. Examples include monitoring industrial pipelines [14], preserving flammable and explosive goods 
[15], and monitoring environmental conditions in mines [16]. Real-time monitoring of temperature, pressure, and humidity is 
essential for ensuring the safe storage of flammable and explosive materials. However, these monitoring efforts face challenges due to 
hostile environmental conditions, including airtightness, high temperatures, and the risk of explosions. Conventional wired measures 
[17,18] have limited use in such situations due to the risk of electric sparks making them unsafe to be utilized in confined spaces. 
Humidity is another important parameter that can be measured for applications such as food packaging or finding water leakages in 
buildings. In such situations, the development of wireless and passive measurements has proven to be a promising method for 
parameter acquisition. Table 1 demonstrates the motivation behind the formulation of the proposed tag by providing a comparison 
with previously published chipless RFID tags in literature. 

This research presents the design and analysis of a novel data-dense, miniaturized, fully printable multi-sensor RFID tag for data 
encoding and sensing purposes. The tag was first developed using a bendable substrate, i.e., Rogers RT/duroid®5880, with copper 
resonators having a compact dimension measuring 15 × 16 mm2 in size. Subsequently, the tag was evaluated on other flexible sub-
strates that include PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate) and Kapton®HN. The slot-resonator geometry of the tag encodes 29 bits that 
correspond to 29 slots in the tag structure. The tag has a pentagonal structure that is divided into 14 H-polarized slots and 15 V- 
polarized slots by metal radiators. The additional built-in multi-sensing feature is obtained by using humidity sensitive substrate 
Kapton®HN, and a temperature dependent polymer, Stanyl® polyamide. The novel aspects of this research include its compact design, 
ease of fabrication, multi-sensing nature, high data encoding capacity, and identification of 229 unique items. 

2. Theoretical framework 

The proposed tag is a backscattered-based tag that uses the backscattering phenomenon to communicate data wirelessly between 
the tag and the reader. The key benefit of this approach is that no antennas are required for the operation [45], which results in a 
smaller tag size. The chipless RFID tags that rely on backscattering principle do not require any communication protocol [46]. The 
reader interrogates the tag by transmitting an RF wave toward it. The instantaneous E-field of the incident plane wave is expressed by 
eq. (1). 

(Z, t)= axRe
[
Ex0ej(ωt+kz+φx)]+ ayRe

[
Ey0ej(ωt+kz+φy)] (1)  

In the above equation, the electric field is denoted by E, time by t, wave vector by k, the angular frequency of the wave by ω, and the 
position vector by (x,y,z). 

The tag extracts power from this RF signal, implies its specific response on the incident signal, and then scatters an encoded 
electromagnetic (EM) signal back toward the reader. The reader uses this backscattered signal to retrieve information about the 
remotely placed object. Fig. 1 illustrates the operational principle of backscattered-based tags. The distinctive frequency signature 

Fig. 1. Backscattering technique in chipless RFID.  
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present in the backscattered response of the tag signifies the unique tag ID for the identification process. The Radar Cross-Section (RCS) 
parameter can be employed to evaluate the response of the tag [47]. 

Eq. (2) describes the relationship between the RCS response of the tag and the intensities of the scattered electric field (Escat) and 
incident electric field (Einc) [48]. 

σ =
lim

r→∞

[

4πr2.
|Escat|

2

|Einc|
2

]

(2)  

where σ represents the RCS curve magnitude and r denotes the distance between the reader and the tag. Another approach to obtain the 
RCS response of a tag is by measuring the power received by the tag (Pr) from the reader and employing the radar range equation to 
calculate the RCS [49–51]. This is shown in eq. (3), and (4). 

Pr =
PtGtPtλ2σ
(4π)3R4

(3)  

σtarget =
(4π)3R4Pr

PtGtGrλ2 (4) 

In these equations, the power levels of transmitting and receiving antennas are denoted by Pt and Pr, their respective gains by Gt and 
Gr, operating wavelength by λ, and the read range of the tag by R. The slot-resonator geometry on the surface of the tag facilitates the 
backscattering process by tuning each resonant element to resonate at a unique frequency [23]. Within this structure, each slot is 
linked to a distinct dip in the frequency response of the tag, where each dip represents a single bit. The relationship between resonant 
frequencies corresponding to a particular slot is given by eq. (5). 

fr ≈c 2
L√Ɛr

(5)  

where Ɛeff
1 + Ɛr

2 

In eq. (5), the speed of light is represented by c = 3 × 108, the slot length is denoted by L, the effective permittivity is indicated by 
Ɛeff , and the relative permittivity of the substrate is represented by Ɛr. However, this equation does not account for the influence of slot 
width and substrate thickness on the resonant frequency. 

3.Proposed tag development 

The simulation software CST Microwave Studio Suite® is utilized to evaluate the electromagnetic behavior of the 29-bit tag with a 
pentagonal slot-resonator-based geometry. The slots are divided by metal radiators to increase the data density of the tag and to 
achieve 29 slots that correspond to 29 unique frequencies in the RCS response of the tag. A frequency dip within the tag’s response 
signifies a logic state ’1′, whereas the absence of a dip indicates a logic state ’0’. Since RCS is a far-field parameter, the tag must be 
positioned at a distance, r, within the far-field, as determined by eq. (6). 

r ≥
2D2

λ
(6) 

The eq. (6) provides the far-field distance for observing the RCS, and it is defined as a function of the largest dimension D of the 
radiating structure and the wavelength λ of the EM wave. 

Fig. 2 showcases the configuration of the tag in the simulation setup. To receive and analyze the backscattered signal from the tag, 
both the E-field (far-field) and RCS probes are positioned at a precise distance of 40 mm within the far-field region. The dual-polarized 

Fig. 2. Simulation setup for the proposed Tag.  
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tag has 14-horizontally polarized slots and 15-vertically polarized slots and thus requires a linearly dual-polarized plane wave for its 
operation. The design flow of the proposed tag is presented in Fig. 3. 

The fabrication of the proposed 29-bit tag is carried out on the ungrounded Rogers RT/duroid®5880 substrate, employing a copper 
layer with a height of r = 0.35 mm. This design enables the tag to be read from both the front and back sides. The substrate possesses a 
relative permittivity of Ɛr = 2.2, a thickness of h = 0.508 mm, and a low loss tangent of tan δ = 0.0009. The tag is designed to function 
within a frequency range of 5.48–28.87 GHz. The geometry of the proposed tag is demonstrated in Fig. 4 (a) and its cross-sectional 
view is illustrated in Fig. 4 (b). 

The tag structure comprises of 29 resonators each of varying lengths within a compact area of 2.4 cm2, where the length is L = 16 
mm, and the width is W = 15 mm. To avoid mutual coupling between the adjacent slots from S1 to S29, a uniform distance g, has been 
maintained irrespective of the sharper resonances, the distance g can be altered. 

The tag is partitioned into two portions, namely R1 and R2, with widths of 0.2 mm and 0.15 mm, respectively. The lower portion of 
the tag corresponds to 14-horizontally polarized slots and the upper portion along with one pentagonal slot at the center corresponds to 
the 15- vertically polarized slots. The length of each slot is different from the others; therefore, a unique frequency signature is ob-
tained. One of the motivations behind this tag structure is its simple design and easy printability. Table 2 summarizes the optimized 
design parameters for the tag. 

When the reader emits an RF wave toward the tag, an EM wave propagates in the structure. This induces current distribution in the 
tag and excites it. The current distribution of the smallest slot has been simulated and shown in Fig. 5. A depiction of the tag structure 
along with its equivalent circuit is provided in Fig. 6(a) that showcases the LC circuit of the tag. 

When plotted, the increasing capacitance and decreasing inductance in the series RLC circuit cross each other at ‘fr’ as depicted in 
Fig. 6(b). At this point, the inductance and capacitance achieve equivalence (XL = XC), and the circuit resonates at a specific resonant 
frequency given by eq. (7). 

fr=
1

2π√LC
(7) 

In the above equation, fr represents the resonant frequency, L denotes the inductance and C signifies the capacitance of the circuit. 

Fig. 3. Design flow of the proposed sensor Tag.  
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Fig. 4. (a) Layout of the proposed tag (b) Cross-sectional view of the tag.  

Table 2 
Design parameters for the proposed tag.  

Parameter Dimension (mm) Parameter Dimension (mm) 

L 16 S13 14.55 
W 15 S14 17.04 
G 0.2 S15 13.42 
R1 0.2 S16 15.83 
R2 0.15 S17 12.24 
S1 21.57 S18 14.58 
S2 24.48 S19 11.07 
S3 20.40 S20 13.34 
S4 23.24 S21 9.90 
S5 19.26 S22 12.11 
S6 22.03 S23 8.74 
S7 18.06 S24 10.87 
S8 20.76 S25 7.56 
S9 16.89 S26 9.62 
S10 19.52 S27 6.43 
S11 15.73 S28 8.41 
S12 18.28 S29 12.81  

Fig. 5. Surface current distribution of the slot resonating at 28.87 GHz.  
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The proposed tag’s performance is tested and validated using an experimental setup utilized in Ref. [52]. In this configuration, a 
Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) having two ports is employed, with each port connected to a pair of identical horn antennas. One 
antenna functions as the transmitter, while the other acts as the receiver. The transmitter emits EM waves towards the tag, which is 
affixed to a box, as depicted in Fig. 7. The tag is positioned in the far-field region relative to the horn antennas. The transmitted EM 
waves interact with the tag, which reflects its unique response onto the incident plane wave directed towards the receiver. The receiver 
captures the backscattered encoded signal and feeds it to the VNA, which analyzes the transmitted and received response. Throughout 
the measurement process, a transmit power of 0 dBm is utilized within the operational frequency band. 

There are two kinds of S11 parameters that are measured while measuring the RCS response of the tag i.e., S isolation which is 
measured when chipless tag is not present, and S ref which is measured when the chipless tag is present. Eq. (8) [53] can be used to 
estimate the RCS value. 

σtag =

[
S11tag − S11isolation

S11ref − S11isolation

]

σref (dBsm) (8) 

Fig. 6. (a) The equivalent circuit of the tag (b) Reactance vs. Frequency plot for LC circuit of one slot.  

Fig. 7. Measurement setup for the proposed chipless tag.  
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Where σref denotes the RCS response of the proposed tag and is given by eq. (9). 

σref =

[
Area of plate

λ

]2

4π (9) 

The comparison of results obtained from simulations and measurements across H- probe and V-probe are presented in Fig. 8 (a) and 
Fig. 8 (b), respectively. It can be observed that the computed and measured results exhibit a notable level of agreement. 

The measured results show a small deviation in the dips of certain resonant frequencies. This is due to environmental factors and 
subtle design disabilities during the fabrication process. 

4. Tag performance analysis 

Ideally to develop a low-cost and easily printable tag, the tag design mechanism should be kept uncomplicated. With this 
perspective, the chipless RFID tag has been meticulously designed using various substrates and conducting materials. Initially, Tag-A 
was developed utilizing the flexible Rogers RT/duroid®5880 substrate with copper resonators that are 0.35 mm thick. Fig. 9 displays 
the RCS response of the Tag-A. Each dip in the 23.39 GHz frequency range corresponds to ’1′ bit in the Tag ID. The Most Significant Bit 
(MSB) exhibits resonance at 5.48 GHz, while the Least Significant Bit (LSB) resonates at 28.87 GHz. Among the 29 bits generated by the 
tag, fourteen bits are observed through the upper slots, which are excited by horizontally polarized incident plane waves, while the 
remaining fifteen bits are observed through the lower slots, energized by vertically polarized RF waves. 

The identical tag design has been optimized for substrates made from flexible and recyclable materials, employing organic 
conductive inks. The tag is designed on a Kapton®HN substrate, utilizing two distinct conductive materials: silver nano-ink and 
aluminum [54]. 

The proposed tag offers customization, allowing for the encoding of unique data words during the fabrication process. By intro-
ducing or removing slots within the design, an impressive array of 229 distinct tags can be generated. Fig. 10 serves as a visual rep-
resentation of three tag variants. The first variant signifies an all-ones configuration, corresponding to a data word of 
11111111111111111111111111111. The second variant showcases an all-zero configuration, reflecting a data word of 
00000000000000000000000000000. Lastly, the third variant displays a random sequence with a data word of 
10010010100110011000100010101. Each of these variants is presented alongside its physically modified structure, illustrating how 
the addition or removal of slots results in distinct encoding patterns. These structural modifications directly align with the represented 
data words. In Fig. 10(a), no slots have been shorted. In Fig. 10(b), all slots within the tag are shorted by filling the substrate material 
within them. In Fig. 10(c), specific slots numbered 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 27, and 28 are shorted. The presence 
of shorted slots corresponds to observable flat dips in the respective RCS response at those particular frequencies. 

Tag-B is evaluated by employing Kapton®HN substrate and an Aluminum metal radiator with a thickness of 0.007 mm. The 
substrate itself has a thickness of 0.125 mm, a permittivity value of 3.5, and a loss tangent of 0.0026. In Fig. 11, RCS response of Tag-B 
is depicted for an all-ones ID combination. The operational frequency range for this tag spans from 5.56 GHz to 28.75 GHz, where the 
MSB and LSB resonate at 5.56 GHz and 28.75 GHz, respectively. 

Fig. 12 presents the RCS curve of Tag-B’ which is designed using the same Kapton®HN substrate with conductive traces made by 
the silver nano-particle-based ink of thickness 0.015 mm. This tag yields 29 bits within a bandwidth of 23.07 GHz with MSB and LSB at 
5.50 GHz and 28.81 GHz, respectively. 

Fig. 8. (a) Computed and measured H-probe results (b) Computed and measured V-probe results.  
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To further analyze the performance of Tag-C and Tag-C′ on different substrates, a thin and flexible PET substrate is utilized, along 
with Aluminum and Silver nano-particle-based ink as radiators, respectively. The PET substrate has a thickness of 0.1 mm and exhibits 
an electric permittivity value of 3.3, along with a loss tangent of 0.003. The conducting material used for Tag-C is Aluminum having 
thickness 0.007 mm. Fig. 13 illustrates the overall bandwidth possessed by Tag-C which is 23.32 GHz with MSB at 5.50 GHz and LSB at 
28.82 GHz. 

The frequency response of Tag-C′ is illustrated in Fig. 14, showcasing RCS in relation to the frequency. This tag is fabricated using a 
PET substrate and utilizes silver nano-particle-based ink as the radiating material. To simplify the fabrication process, the Aluminum 
metal is replaced with a conductive ink that has a thickness of 0.015 mm and exhibits good electrical conductivity i.e., 9 × 106 S/m. 
Tag-C’ covers a bandwidth ranging from 5.73 GHz to 29.73 GHz. A comparison of the characteristics of the proposed tags is presented 
in Table 3. 

5. Chipless RFID sensor designing 

Due to their high cost, discrete environmental sensors are unsuitable for large-scale deployment. However, the integration of 
chipless RFID tags with sensors offers a cost-effective solution for widespread sensing applications. Such sensing tags are designed by 
using substrates that change their electrical properties when subjected to a change in certain environmental parameters [55].  

a. Humidity Sensing Performance 

To incorporate humidity sensing feature within the proposed tag, Kapton®HN can either be used as a substrate or placed over a 
specific slot in the tag structure. In this research, a thin film of Kapton®HN having thickness of 0.1 mm is deposited over the longest slot 
of Tag-A resonating at. 5.48 GHz as illustrated in Fig. 15. The sensing bit is associated with the MSB of the tag and the remaining 28 
slots are being used for data encoding purposes. The Kapton film is capable of absorbing moisture from the surrounding atmosphere 
and alters its electrical properties which results in a shift in the overall frequency band of the tag [54,55]. 

Kapton®HN is a hygroscopic polymer which exhibits a linear change in its dielectric permittivity in response to variations in 
relative humidity (RH). From its data sheet [56], it is known that the dissipation factor of Kapton®HN varies from 0.0015 at 0% RH to 
0.0035 at 100% RH. This property of Kapton®HN is demonstrated by eq. (10). 

Ɛr = 3.05 + 0.008 × RH% (10)  

Refer to the chemical structure of Kapton®HN (C12H12N2O) illustrated in Fig. 16. When water is absorbed between the free spaces in 
the structure of Kapton®HN, a hydrolysis process occurs. 

This causes a variation of internal electric polarization due to the breakdown of carbon-nitrogen bonds. The absorption of humidity 
by the polymer alters the permittivity of Kapton®HN molecule which is directly proportional to the quantity of water absorbed [33]. 
The alteration in permittivity causes a modification in the electrical polarization, leading to a shift in the resonant frequency. This 
feature of the Kapton®HN polyamide makes it very suitable for use in cold storages (food industry), drug storage, and other moisture 
sensitive applications. 

The shifting of the resonance associated with the sensing slot of the tag in presence of moisture is quantified as humidity sensing. In 
Fig. 17, the humidity sensing characteristics of the tag on H-probe are demonstrated at various humidity levels (30%, 50%, and 80%). 
The results indicate that as the relative humidity (RH) increases, the permittivity of Kapton®HN shifts from 3.3 to 3.7. Consequently, 
the resonant frequency of the sensing slot also shifts towards lower frequencies. 

For a 20% rise in RH value from 30% to 50%, there is a shift of 77.2 MHz, and for a rise of 20% in the humidity level from 50% to 
80%, a frequency shift of 51.5 MHz towards the left side is observed in the RCS curve. It is important to highlight that this alteration in 
the resonating frequency of the sensing slot does not impact the number of bits generated by the tag. Fig. 18 highlights that the tag 

Fig. 9. Tag-A backscattered response.  
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showcases a tolerance level of 0.1% within the specified RF band and 0.2% along the RCS axis. This observation significantly bolsters 
confidence in the reliability of the suggested tag. 

The measurement of the proposed humidity RFID sensor tag’s response is conducted using a setup outlined in Ref. [6]. This setup 
includes an environmental chamber with dimensions of 50 × 34 × 36 cm3, two horn antennas, a water spray bottle, a commercial 
sensor, and the proposed sensor. To obtain the measured results at room temperature, a VNA is positioned near the environmental 
chamber. Within the chamber, the horn antennas and sensor are placed 20 cm above the box’s bottom, while the proposed humidity 
sensor tag is positioned at a far-field distance of 40 mm from the horn antennas. The RCS is determined using eq. (8). Fig. 19 illustrates 
the humidity response of the proposed sensor, showcasing measurements taken along both vertical and horizontal probes. The 
measurement process involves spraying water inside an airtight chamber and subsequently closing the lid for a duration of 10 min. 

To obtain measured results with RH levels 30%, 50% and 80%, the water is sprayed within the chamber at regular intervals. Hence, 
there is a fluctuation in the moisture level within the chamber. This makes the thin Kapton®HN tape deposited on the longest slot of the 
tag alter its electrical properties causing the MSB to drift towards lower frequencies in the RCS response. The ripples in the measured 
response depict the effect of environmental factors. It is observed that there is an overall shift of 128.7 MHz from 8.57 to 8.44 GHz 

Fig. 10. (a) RCS and tag design for data word 11111111111111111111111111111 (b) RCS and tag structure for data word 
00000000000000000000000000000 (c) RCS and tag design for data word 10010010100110011000100010101. 
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Fig. 11. Tag-B backscattered response.  

Fig. 12. Tag-B′ backscattered response.  

Fig. 13. Tag-C backscattered response.  
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when relative humidity increases up to 80%.  

a Temperature Sensing Performance 

The proposed chipless design has also achieved temperature sensing functionality by incorporating temperature-sensitive material 
into a single bit of the tag. To incorporate temperature sensing, structural modification has been carried out within the tag architecture. 
A temperature-dependent polyamide, Stanyl®TE200F6 polyamide, is filled inside the longest slot of the tag as portrayed in Fig. 20 (a). 
Fig. 20 (b) visualizes the tag from the rear side. Stanyl® polyamide, known for its thermal expansion coefficient of (0.2 × 10− 4 ppm/ 
◦C) [57], exhibits excellent resilience under extreme temperatures and harsh environments, making it capable of withstanding high 
stress and heavy loads. 

Fig. 14. Tag-C′ backscattered response.  

Fig. 15. Rogers RT/duroid® 5880 Tag with Kapton®HN film deposited on the longest slot.  

Table 3 
Comparative analysis of proposed tags.  

Parameters Tag-A Tag-B Tag-B′ Tag-C Tag-C′ 

Substrate Rogers RT/duroid/5880 Kapton®HN Kapton®HN PET PET 
Thickness (mm) 0.508 0.125 0.125 0.1 0.1 
Permittivity 2.2 3.5 3.5 3.3 3.3 
Loss Tangent 0.0009 0.0026 0.0026 0.003 0.003 
Radiator Copper Aluminum Silver Ink Aluminum Silver Ink 
Rad. Thickness (mm) 0.35 0.007 0.015 0.007 0.015 
Conductivity (S/m) – 3.5 × 107 9 × 106 3.5 × 107 9 × 106 

Transmission bits 29 29 29 29 29 
Freq. Band (GHz) 5.48–28.87 5.56–28.75 5.50–28.81 5.50–28.82 5.73–29.73 
Bandwidth (GHz) 23.39 23.19 23.07 23.32 24  
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A slice equal to the length of the longest slot is cut away from the Rogers RT/duroid® 5880 substrate and replaced with Stanyl®. 
This impact is limited to the lowest resonant frequency within the tag’s frequency signature. The adjacent resonant frequencies remain 
unaffected and retain their function of data encoding. Fig. 21 shows that as the relative permittivity, Ɛᵣ, increases from 3.5 to 3.8 due to 
temperature elevation, a slight drift of 79.8 MHz towards lower frequencies is observed in the resonant frequency of the sensing slot. 
The sensing information is retrieved from the shifting of the lower resonant frequency. The obtained results show an inverse corre-
lation between the resonant frequency and temperature. 

Fig. 22 presents an analysis of the relationship between dielectric constant and the temperature. Based on the results, it can be 
observed that the Stanyl® polyamide exhibits a linear change in its dielectric constant as the temperature varies [58]. Consequently, 
the effective relative permittivity of the tag undergoes a change, leading to a shift in its frequency response. 

Fig. 16. Chemical structure of Kapton®HN.  

Fig. 17. Computed humidity sensing behavior.  

Fig. 18. Reliability curve of humidity sensor (H-probe).  
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Fig. 19. Measured results of the humidity sensor.  

Fig. 20. (a) Front-view of temperature sensing tag (b) Back-view of temperature sensing tag.  

Fig. 21. Temperature sensing behavior of the proposed sensor tag with Stanyl®TE200F6 polyamide.  
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6. Conclusion 

A novel chipless RFID sensor tag is discussed in this journal. The sensor tag uses frequency domain-based encoding to enable the 
tagging of 229 = 536,870,912 items. The tag has been meticulously engineered to possess a compact size, measuring 15 × 16 mm2 in 
dimensions. Furthermore, a comprehensive analysis of the tag has been conducted, taking into account its performance across three 
distinct substrates: Rogers RT/duroid/5880, Kapton® HN, and PET. These substrates have been selected to provide a thorough un-
derstanding of the tag’s behavior and suitability in various operating conditions. The tag referred to as Tag-A is designed using Rogers 
RT/duroid®5880 substrate with copper as the conducting material on its surface. It exhibits flexibility and yields 29 bits in the fre-
quency band of 5.48–28.87 GHz. Tag-B and Tag-B′ are developed on the flexible Kapton®HN substrate with Aluminum and silver nano- 
particle-based ink as radiators, respectively. Tag-C and Tag-C′ utilize the flexible PET substrate with Aluminum and silver ink as the 
radiating materials, respectively. Tag-C operates in the frequency band of 5.50–28.82 GHz while Tag-C′ has a bandwidth of 24 GHz. All 
tag designs have the ability to encode 29 bits. In addition to its basic function of data storage, the tag incorporates features for humidity 
and temperature sensing. This is achieved by utilizing moisture-sensitive tape to monitor humidity levels and integrating heat-sensitive 
Stanyl® polyamide to sense temperature fluctuations. By employing moisture sensitive Kapton®HN tape over the longest slot of the 
tag, the tag is equipped to detect humidity levels in its surroundings. The humidity sensing behavior of the tag is evaluated for different 
humidity levels i.e., 30%, 50% and 80%. The results show that with an increase in the relative humidity, the relative permittivity of the 
Kapton®HN substrate changes, which causes the resonant frequency of the sensing slot to shift towards the lower frequencies. There is 
an overall shift of 128.7 MHz for the said humidity levels. This capability proves invaluable in applications where maintaining optimal 
humidity conditions is critical, such as in the storage of sensitive electronic components or perishable goods. The tag’s temperature 
sensing functionality is achieved through the integration of Stanyl® polyamide into the longest slot of the tag. As the temperature 
increases, there is an increase in the relative permittivity of Stanyl®. This change in the permittivity causes the frequency dip of the 
sensing slot to drift 79.8 MHz towards the lower frequencies. This sensing behavior of the tag is observed in the MSB of the RCS 
response. It makes the tag ideal for applications where temperature control is vital, such as cold chain logistics or temperature-sensitive 
manufacturing processes. By incorporating both humidity and temperature sensing capabilities into the tag, it transforms into a 
versatile and comprehensive monitoring solution. Hence, the tag not only stores essential data but also provides valuable insights into 
the environmental conditions it operates within, ensuring optimal conditions and enhancing overall operational efficiency. 
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